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BASIC STEPS
In the Race to Zero scale can be an important consideration, what we see with the
now 600+ Hyperscale environments globally including Google, Amazon, Alibaba
and Oracle is an acceleration of both compute power but also efficiency and
sustainability models. For many this is made possible both from a bare metal/
hardware perspective and for infrastructure and facilities operations by choosing
co-location or leased facility spaces for some if not all of their data center
environments.
Organisations are facing tough choices to stay head of the curve, exacerbated and
potentially accelerated by Covid-19, all parts of society now demand “anywhere
operations” which extends the pressures to provide better availability, performance,
resiliance and of course connectivity further. Gartner predict that the trend for
“Optimal Infrastructure” will grow and result in organisations looking for different
solutions to perhaps what is outdated core infrastructure, looking at Cloud, Edge
and distributed technologies to drive forwards.
Of course, all of this is not new, the fundamental challenges to balance performance
at all levels with costs, both budgetary and to our environment are familiar. Within
this segment we examine some of the basic steps Technology and Data Center
leaders should be taking regardless of existing environments.
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1 - BUSINESS ALIGNED OBJECTIVES
There is little doubt in the power of implementing Zero Carbon, Sustainable
and/or Green technology within the data center. In addition to the integral
sustainability benefits and clear cost saving potential for the immediate term,
lower energy and water usage in the future will exponentially recoup additional
cost savings as energy prices increase. New technologies boast significant
benefits including 95% reductions in cooling costs or 30% increases in hardware
life, however costs are only one part of the objective in the Race to Zero.
Most if not all organisations will be committed to carbon emission reductions but
engaging the right people and building a case for change is critical to those that
want to reach a more sustainable balance quickly. Gaia Edge’s team understand
and actively engage your senior stakeholders, sharing compelling industry
knowledge and practical hands on expertise to help you create buy in for
business aligned objectives.

2 - UNDERSTAND CURRENT TECH AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Many of us have progressive environments and infrastructure, by progressive
unfortunately we don’t mean industry leading, in fact quite the opposite, in some
cases many organisations have legacy estates blended with newer, more
efficient kit. As our organisations grow and needs change so too does our
Technology and Infrastructure grow and progress, creating “progressive estates”.
These estates are often inefficient and poorly performing in relation to newer
technologies so understanding the real world inventory is key to helping you
identify opportunities for change.
This also applies to any hosted or co-lo deployments you may have, look deeper
than headline measures to assess your estate as one.

3 - BUILDING BENCHMARKS
Establishing genuine benchmarks is a key step for businesses to take in the Race
to Zero – existing DCIM tools can be useful in parts of this assessment but the
Gaia Edge Team go further, understanding more than just monitored metrics to
assess the real performance of your infrastructure to map out your true carbon
footprint. Working with industry data we also help you measure your benchmark
against peers, understanding the gaps or gulfs needed to both keep pace and
accelerate.
Using your benchmarks we recommend realistic but ambitious targets to help you
drive towards your goals.
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4 - ROADMAP CREATION
Depending on your organisation size and scale it is likely that signposts, steps
and phases may be needed to affect the change and transformation needed to
achieve Zero. Using the findings from steps 1 -3 Gaia Edge recommend stages,
projects or programs based on their efficacy and impact on your organisation,
you may also prefer to stage these based on costs and investment needed from
the business to execute.

TALK TO GAIA EDGE TODAY ABOUT SUPPORTING HOW
WE CAN SUPPORT YOUR BUSINESS DRIVE MEASURABLE
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS ACROSS THE DATA
CENTER WHILST REDUCING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
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5 - DEPLOYMENT
Using your defined targets, programs and objectives Gaia Source act swiftly to
identify possible locations, technologies and providers. With our wealth of
knowledge, in built provider database and extensive past deployments Gaia
Source are able to decrease your deployment time significantly.
As we all know technology moves fast so anticipating future business needs as
well as technology advancements is critical. As the only Data Center Consultants
focused on achieving carbon Zero and better Gaia Edge work with industry
leading technology to actively create additional performance, availability and
compute power whilst reducing carbon emissions.

6 - SUSTAINABILITY
Simply committing to a target is no guarantee of reaching it – however
ambitious your targets are we’ll work with you to help you keep track of your
progress, carbon reductions, cost saving and of course help you report back to
internal and external stakeholders on the impacts made.
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ABOUT GAIA EDGE
Gaia Edge designs and builds sustainable
data centers, supporting organisations by
driving measurable performance whilst
reducing environmental impact.
We specialise in Colocation, White-space,
On-Prem and Edge deployments, enabling
technology companies to be greener by
delivering compelling solutions.

WHAT WE DO

We know that progress and sustainability must go hand in hand.
Gaia Edge designs and builds sustainable data centers, supporting
organisations by driving measurable performance whilst reducing
environmental impact.

HOW WE DO IT
We do this by disrupting the existing processes of data center
design and build, challenging the norm, sourcing innovative and
emerging tech that can deliver performance and efficiencies for
all, enabling corporate and social responsibility.

WHO WE DO IT FOR
Whether you need data center capacity in one or 100 locations,
6kW or 6mW, assistance with transformation or you need help with
strategy, hardware or deployment and logistics, we want to make
the implementation of your IT infrastructure, like edge computing or
data center space, as sustainable as possible.

CONTACTS

LOCATION

Gaia Edge Limited
19-20 Bourne Court
Woodford Green
IG8 8HD, United Kingdom

Email - racetozero@gaia-edge.com
Phone - +442085314473
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